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In recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have grown dramatically and made a great progress in many applications. But
having limited life, batteries, as the power sources of wireless sensor nodes, have restricted the development and application of
WSNs which often requires a very long lifespan for better performance. In order to make the WSNs prevalent in our lives, an
alternative energy source is required. Environmental energy is an attractive power source, and it provides an approach to make the
sensor nodes self-powered with the possibility of an almost infinite lifetime. The goal of this survey is to present a comprehensive
review of the recent literature on the various possible energy harvesting technologies from ambient environment for WSNs.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of microelectronics
and wireless communication technology, WSNs, as one of
the world’s ten top technologies in the 21st century, are a hot
research field at home and abroad for the importance in the
national defense andmilitary applications [1, 2], environment
monitoring [3], healthcare [4, 5], traffic control [6], industrial
monitoring [7], target tracking [8], structural health moni-
toring [9], and so forth.WSNs are usually composed of many
low-cost low-power microsensor nodes which are spread in a
certain area aiming at collecting and processing the required
data and transmitting them to a base station cooperatively by
a wireless communication method. And by now the batteries
are employed to provide energy for WSNs which is intended
to operate for a very long time like several years or decades
in many cases [10]. However, due to the limitation of node
size, the energy provided by battery is very limited which
cannot meet the requirement [11]. As a result, power supply,
a limiting factor to the lifetime of sensor nodes, has become
the bottleneck of development and application of WSNs.

The methods which have been studied to extend the life
cycle of WSNs are related to two issues, namely, the energy
supply and energy consumption. At present, low power
consumption has almost become a core of research in WSNs

like low-power MAC protocols [12, 13], routing protocols
[14, 15] and transport protocols [16], and even operating
systems [17] have also stressed the low power design, in order
to prolong the life cycle of sensor network. But the nodes of
WSNs cannot obtain a normal long-term operation only by
all kinds of optimizing consumption approach for when the
energy consumption has been reduced to a certain limit by
all sorts of techniques, and then efforts will not get better
results. Another issue is power supply. A nonrechargeable
lithium battery is a promising energy storage device and the
power density of it is 45𝜇W/cm3 for a one-year lifetime
and 3.5 𝜇W/cm3 for a ten-year lifetime [18]. If the sensor
nodes are used for a suitable working environment with less
demanding of size and running time, the chemical battery
will become an economic choice. However, when WSNs are
requested towork for a long time, the chemical battery cannot
be the only energy source in many applications where a huge
number of sensors are distributed or the place is extremely
difficult to access for replacing or recharging the battery is
an uneconomical or impossible behavior, such as biomedical
field, environmental monitoring, and military applications
[19, 20]. So with the demand of exploring a new type of
micropower to solve above problems, the microenvironmen-
tal energy harvesting technology has emerged.
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The energy existing in the natural environment is ofmany
different kinds, wide distribution, and endless supply. And
it can effectively alleviate the problem of wireless sensor
nodes power supply and prolong the lifetime of WSNs to
utilize the energy converted by a variety of environmental
energy harvesting technologies. On the other hand, the total
power cost of wireless sensor nodes has been reduced to 𝜇W
level by now [21] with the development of microelectronics,
low-power design, and network technology [22], and this
makes a lot of energy harvesting systems becoming promising
solutions to provide energy for WSNs. And with considering
energy supplymodules, the structure of wireless sensor nodes
is shown in Figure 1.

Up to now, there have been some reports that the power
of WSNs was provided by energy harvesting systems. For
example, the solar harvesting device was tested in the alpine
valleys to supply power for wireless sensor nodes. The test
system consists of storage batteries, solar panels, and various
control and test circuits. The test time started from the
summer of 2005 and lasted for more than 100 days. The
test site was chosen in the Alps for the weather conditions
there are very poor as thunderstorms and rain clouds often
occur. However, experimental results showed that the solar
cells were able to provide a relatively stable electric power for
sensor nodes [23].

Another case is carried out by the researchers of Mic-
toStrain Company that their first solar-powered bridge mon-
itoring devices was successfully installed in Corinth, Greek.
Each sensor node and solar panel were encapsulated in
the waterproof cover in order to improve the application
environment in the outdoors. When any node monitored the
vibration, the entire WSNs would receive warning [24].

The second solar-powered bridge monitoring WSN
of MictoStrain Company, in cooperation with Dr. John
Dewolf of Connecticut University, was installed in New
London Goldstar Bridge. The system was used to mon-
itor strain and temperature of the key bridge struc-
tures besides vibration. The sensor nodes were distributed
throughout the bridge, and some places of which may
be extremely difficult to access, so the battery replace-
ment maintenance is not suitable for bridge monitoring
application. The developed WSN system has overcome
the above limitation by utilizing of solar energy har-
vesting device and achieved long-term monitoring of the
bridge.

The micro generator PMG17 developed by subordinate
Perpetuum Company of Southampton University converted
mechanical vibration into electricity to provide power for
the entire wireless sensor system by using elaborate designed
resonant magnet and coil. The generated electricity was
enough to supply energy for low-power wireless sensors
through a variety of WSNs. The micro generator has been
recognized by the oil industry and is being used in several
gas stations including Shell Nyhamna gas plants in Norway to
supply power for wireless vibration and temperature sensors.
According to the shell, wireless vibration and temperature
monitoring systems have been successful in pilot, Norway,
which has opened up the way for wireless technology in
global application as a standard.

Sensor modules Processor modules Wireless communication
modules

Energy supply modules

Energy reservoirs Power harvesting systems
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Figure 1: The structure of wireless sensor nodes.

The researchers of Takenaka Corporation developed a
newWSN system which contains vibration energy harvesters
and wireless sensors. The system is able to run without bat-
teries and power lines for it can convert ambient mechanical
vibration produced by people walking around and equipment
operation into electrical energy. The system has been applied
in technical institute of Takenaka Corporation for the office
temperature and humidity regulation. The sensor nodes
were powered by the converted microvibration energy of air
conditioning ducts.

This paper is a survey of various possible solutions to
harvest nonbiological energy from the environment for the
WSNs as the part of power harvesting systems in Figure 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the classificationmethod of energy harvesting in this
paper. Sections 3–9 give a comprehensive overview of the
current state, ongoing research, and theoretical limits ofmany
potential power sources from the environment for theWSNs.
And Section 10 is the conclusion and future work.

2. Sources of Energy Harvesting

There is a variety ofmethods to harvest various energies in the
ambient environment.The classification of energy harvesting
in this paper is organized on the basis of the different forms
of energy. And the energy sources reviewed in the paper
include solar, mechanical, temperature gradient, dynamic
fluid, acoustic, magnetic, and hybrid energy. For comparison,
some examples of power outputs from energy harvesting
technologies are listed in Table 1.

The general structure diagram of energy harvesting
system of wireless sensors is shown in Figure 2 with the
purpose of achieving stable long-term operation [33]. Thus
we can utilize the available energy in the environment to
generate electricity at any given location to supply power for
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Table 1: Comparison of power outputs from energy harvesting technologies.

Harvesting method Power density References

Solar energy—outdoors 15mW/cm3—bright sunny day
[18]0.15mW/cm3—cloudy day

Solar energy—indoors 10–100 𝜇W/cm2 [21]
Vibrations (piezoelectric—shoe inserts ) 330𝜇W/cm3 [25]
Vibrations (electrostatic conversion ) 0.021 𝜇W/mm3—105Hz [26]

Vibrations (electromagnetic conversion ) 184𝜇W/cm3—10Hz [27, 28]
306 𝜇W/cm3—52Hz [29]

Thermoelectric—5∘C gradient 40 𝜇W/cm3 [30]
Wind flow 16.2 𝜇W/cm3—5m/s [31]
Acoustic noise 3 nW/cm3—75 dB

[18]960 nW/cm3—100 dB
Magnetic field energy 130𝜇W/cm3—200𝜇T, 60Hz [32]

Adaptive intelligent
energy harvesting
management system

Environmental energy
harvesting system

Energy storage device
(batteries, capacitors,
supercapacitors)

Figure 2: The general structure diagram of energy harvesting
system for wireless sensors in order to realize stable long-term
operation.

wireless sensors. These energy sources include solar energy,
mechanical vibration, temperature gradient, wind energy,
water flow, andmagnetic energy.The harvested energy can be
used directly or stored into energy storage device according
to the magnitude of output power and impedance. There is
need to combine the design and fabrication with appropriate
interface circuit for the purpose of realizing self-power of
wireless sensors. In the rest of this paper, the harvesting
methods are reviewed.

3. Photovoltaics Power Generation

There are two methods to extract solar power at present.
One is solar thermal power generation which is suitable
for large engineering systems and not applicable in WSNs
for it is not available on small or nanoscale [34]. And the
other is solar photovoltaic that is introduced in this paper.
Solar energy is a constantly streaming power source, and
utilizing solar energy to generate power is absolutely clean
and nonpolluting, safe, reliable, of low failure rate, and not
subject to regional restrictions.

In photovoltaic system, solar cells are used to convert
sunlight into electrical power directly according to photo-
voltaic principle [21]. The other light such as fluorescent
and infrared can also be used as the power source for
solar cells [34]. According to the materials used, solar cells
can be divided into four categories: silicon solar batteries,
multicompound solar cells, polymer solar batteries (PPVC),
and nanocrystalline solar cells. Now, the solar cells being used
mainly include monocrystalline silicon cells, polycrystalline
silicon cells, amorphous silicon cells (a-Si), and copper
indium selenium cells, and which are being studied include

nanotitanium dioxide sensitized cells, polycrystalline silicon
thin-film cells, and organic solar cells. Among those, the
silicon solar batteries are the most mature today in tech-
nology, which also have commercial value, especially the
crystalline silicon solar battery. At present, polycrystalline
silicon solar cells possess the largest production and market
share, followed by monocrystalline silicon solar cells which
are suitable for conditions of high-intensity light and outdoor
spectrum [35]. The comprehensive comparison of various
solar cells is shown in Table 2.

There are many methods for testing solar cells, while the
quantum efficiency testing and volt-ampere characteristics
testing are the most commonly used. They can not only get
the spectral response analysis of solar cells, but also obtain
the true value of the photocurrent, namely, the true short-
circuit current value of solar cells as shown in the following
expression:

𝐼SC(AMN) = ∫

1100

300

𝑃AMN (𝜆) × 𝑆
𝑎
(𝜆) 𝑑𝜆, (1)

where𝑃AMN(𝜆) is the solar spectral irradiance of atmospheric
quality asNunder the condition of a given standard inW/m2 ⋅
𝜇m and 𝑆

𝑎
(𝜆) is the absolute spectral response of solar cells.

Figure 3 shows the output characteristic curve of solar
cells (Figure 3(a) shows the 𝐼-𝑉 and 𝑃-𝑉 characteristic curve
of solar cells under constant sunshine and Figure 3(b) shows
the 𝑉-𝐴 characteristic curve of solar cells under different
sunshine). It can be seen that the solar cell is neither a
constant voltage source nor a constant current source, but
a nonlinear DC power supply. It can obtain the maximum
output power, 𝑃max, while the value of load resistance is
chosen to make the product of output voltage and current
maximum. And the output power of solar cells will change
greatly along with the change of sunshine intensity and
ambient temperature. In order to improve the efficiency of
the solar harvesting system and generate power as much
as possible, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
controller is needed in the system to make the solar cells
always work in the maximum power point under different
conditions of sunshine, temperature, and load characteristics
[36].
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Figure 3:The output characteristic curve of solar cells: (a) the I-V and P-V characteristic curve of solar cells under constant sunshine; (b) the
V-A characteristic curve of solar cells under different sunshine.

Table 2: The comprehensive comparison of various solar cells.

Classification Efficiency Advantage Disadvantage
Silicon solar cells

Monocrystalline 15–24% High conversion efficiency, the most mature
technology, and high reliability

High cost, large silicon consumption,
and complex production process

Polysilicon 14–20.4%
No efficiency recession, can be fabricated on
cheap substrates, and far lower cost than
monocrystalline

Relatively large silicon consumption
and cost, complex production process

a-Si 8–13.2%
Low cost, easiness of mass production,
relatively high optical absorption coefficient,
very low dark conductivity, and good
response to weak light

Light-induced recession effect, low
conversion efficiency, and low stability

Multicompound
solar cells

CdS Up to 16% Low cost, easiness of mass production Toxic cadmium

CdTe Theoretical: 28%
Ideal band gap, high light absorption rate,
high conversion efficiency, stable
performance, simple structure, and low cost

Limited natural tellurium reserves,
high cost of module and base material,
and toxic cadmium

GaAs Up to 30%
High light absorption coefficient and
conversion efficiency, strong resistant of
temperature

Too high cost

CIGS Up to 20%
Low cost, nonrecession, good weak light
performance, wide applicability of substrate,
adjustable optical band gap, and strong
antiradiation ability

Rare materials, the difficulty of
controlling four elements precisely

PPVC Below 5%
Excellent mechanical properties and
film-processing ability, low cost, flexibility,
and simple manufacture

Low conversion efficiency,
unstable performance

Nanocrystalline
TiO2 solar cells

More than 10% Simple manufacture, low cost, good stability,
nontoxicity, and short energy recovery cycle

Low conversion efficiency, immature
research and development

MPPT Energy storage
device

DC-DC converter (buck,
boost transformation) Regulator

Load (sensors, microprocessor,
transceiver, etc.)

Solar
cells

Figure 4: The general block diagram of solar energy harvesting
system for wireless sensors.

The general block diagram of solar energy harvesting
system for wireless sensors is shown in Figure 4.

The energy storage device is used to store generated
energy as well as buffering the power required by sensor
nodes [37]. The wireless sensors can be connected to energy
storage device directly for its DC characteristics. While the
voltage range of each sensor node may not be the same and
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some sensors may be very sensitive to the change of voltage
supply, then the output voltage needs to be regulated by DC-
DC converter [38]. However, sometimes this method is not
advisable with considering the simplicity and efficiency of
energy harvesting system.The additional regulationmay also
be required between sensor and energy storage device to
ensure that the sensor node works with a stable and safe
voltage.

Solar energy has been more widely considered for WSNs
which consume several mV of energy [39] as it is common
and accessible energy in the majority of deployment envi-
ronments and can be easily tapped [40]. While it is designed
as a power source for WSNs, the first thing which we must
consider is the power supply requirements of WSNs. Then,
we must take into account the impact of these factors on the
efficiency of solar cells, such as solar insolation, period of
dense cloud and snow cover, shade caused by obstructions,
effects of season, latitude and elevation, the angle andposition
at which the solar panel installed, characteristics of the solar
cells, power conditioning features, and the chemistry and
capacity of energy storage components used to store the
harvested energy [41–43].

With the cost of optoelectronic components declining,
it has become a reasonable solution to utilize solar energy
source for WSNs [44]. At present solar cells with high
efficiency are available in market and have several remote
sensing and wireless applications [45]. And the photovoltaic
technology has developed into particles deposition on the
photosensitive substrate from the initial silicon manufactur-
ing. Having the advantages of light weight, easy installation,
and reduced influence of the environmental temperature, this
new material can be used both indoor and outdoor and it
is very suitable for providing power for small and remote
sensors.

Recently, researchers have made a lot of breakthroughs of
micro solar cells and someof themare shown in the following.

The company of Kyosemi developed a micro spherical
solar cell called Sphelar which is a revolutionary transfor-
mation compared to the previous solar cell [46]. The main
characteristic of this product is ability to capture all directions
of sunshine and accept more than 20% of the indirectly
reflected light. The overall efficiency is far more than most
of the flat solar panels and the general requirement of area is
less. But the design and production of this solar cell are also
more complicated.

Canadian scientists developed a new kind of efficient full
spectrum solar cell with tandem-type connection based on
colloidal quantumdots (CQD) and the theoretical conversion
efficiency is as high as 42% [47]. The solar cell consists of
two absorbing layers such that one layer is used to capture
the visible sunlight and another is able to catch the invisible
sunlight. This progress provides a feasible way to maximize
the capture of a variety of light emitted by the sun and it is
promising to improve the conversion efficiency and lower the
cost. The researchers hope this new battery can be integrated
into building materials, mobile phones, and automotive parts
in 5 years.

Traditional thin-film solar cells have a theoretical limit
of light-harvesting ability called “ray-light intensity extreme”

which indicates the maximum amount of light can be cap-
tured by a material, but this peak value can be reached only
when the material reaches a certain thickness. However, the
researchers of California Institute of Technology found that
when the film thickness is equal to or less than thewavelength
of visible light, the light-harvesting capacity of the film will
become very strong.This progress is helpful to develop a new
battery with the thickness of only one percent of the current
commercial thin-film solar cells. At present, researchers have
developed a thin-film battery with thickness of a few tenth
of nanometer [48]. But a lot of light will penetrate through
this thin-film battery before being absorbed by it. And this
technology is also facing many other challenges, such as the
need for additional industrial processes to manufacture these
thin films, which will result in increased costs.

Recently, theAustralian and Japanese scientists invented a
solar cell which is thinner than spider web [49].This ultrathin
solar cell is composed of electrodes which are embedded
in the plastic tab and the thickness is only 1.9 microns
which is equivalent to one tenth of the current thinnest solar
battery. This ultrathin, superlight, ultraflexible solar cell will
be widely used in the future, including the use for portable
electronic charging device or in themanufacture of electronic
textiles. Now the researchers are increasing the photoelectric
conversion efficiency of it. In addition, they are also trying to
increase the size of the new solar cell for the power generation
capacity of solar cell is proportional to the size.This new solar
cell will be put into use within five years.

The solar panel is modular and can be utilized on any
scale to achieve the power desired. It can still generate some
power when there is dense cloud in sky for the ability of
convert emitted light. In addition, the panels require almost
no maintenance and have a typical lifetime of about 20
years [34].The disadvantage of utilizing photovoltaic systems
is that the harvested energy is proportional to the surface
area of solar panels and in order to enable the nodes get
as much energy as possible, it is needed to increase the
surface area of solar panel which is in contradiction with
the miniaturization requirements of the sensor nodes. And
the weather conditions and position where photovoltaic cell
is installed play key roles. Commonly, the average available
harvested power is very low.

Theharvested energy is proportional to the surface area of
solar panels, so the main ongoing research is improving the
efficiency of existing photovoltaic materials and developing
new photovoltaic material with high efficiency such as black
silicon. While the above is the step-by-step thing, maybe the
most important thing at present is that efficiently making use
of the heat energy of solar radiant energy. Otherwise, the
dissipation and the undesired temperature rise of solar cells
will cause the reducing of open circuit voltage, conversion
efficiency and lifetime of solar cells.

4. Mechanical Energy Harvesters

The mechanical energy is generated when an object is
subjected to somemovement ormechanical deformation and
it can be converted into electrical energy by several methods
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Table 3: The energy harvesting method corresponding to different
vibration sources.

The form of vibration sources Energy harvesting method

Force excitation Piezoelectric energy harvesting
method

Velocity excitation Electromagnetic energy
harvesting method

Displacement excitation Piezoelectric electrostatic energy
harvesting method

including piezoelectric, electrostatic, and electromagnetic
conversion [42]. The vibration is the most prevalent energy
source for it is available in many environments including
buildings, roads, bridges, vehicles, ships, and other kinds of
production and living facilities [50]. And in the biomedi-
cal sciences, the mechanical energy harvesters can also be
utilized to provide energy for biological sensors which are
used to real-timemonitor parameters like blood pressure and
blood-sugar levels, and so forth, of human or animals by
taking advantage of body pulse and blood current.

In the ambient environment, the main vibration fre-
quency range is 60Hz–200Hz and the acceleration peak is
between 0.5m/s2 and 10m/s2 [35]. According to the force
excitation and basic excitation (displacement and velocity),
vibration sources act on the vibration energy harvesting
system which converts the mechanical energy into electrical
energy as shown in Table 3.

4.1. Piezoelectric Energy Harvesters. With the improvement
of piezoelectric materials, piezoelectric properties, and the
use of highly integrated, low-power electronic devices, the
piezoelectric harvesting technology has received extensive
attention in recent years. And it is an inherent property of
piezoelectricmaterials that generate electricity when pressure
is applied [51]. Piezoelectric transduction is generally well
suited to the reciprocating nature of the motions instead
of rotating systems [52]. Piezoelectric materials mainly
include piezoelectric monocrystal, piezoelectric ceramics,
piezoelectric polymers, and piezoelectric composites. At
present, piezoelectric ceramic PZT is the most commonly
used piezoelectric materials for the piezoceramics have the
advantages of mature manufacturing process, low cost, large
electromechanical coupling constants, and high energy con-
version rate. But piezoelectric ceramic PZT is fragile and
unable to bear large strain, and it is easy to produce fatigue
crack and brittle fracture on the impact of high-frequency
cyclic load. Another commonly used piezoelectric material is
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). Compared to piezoelectric
ceramic PZT, PVDF has smaller electromechanical coupling
constants [53], but it has advantages of good flexibility, high
mechanical strength, good fatigue resistance, and chemical
stability [54] and is suitable for the application with under the
high-frequency periodic load. Table 4 lists some performance
parameters of the commonly used piezoelectric ceramic PZT
and PVDF.

An expression of average harvested power from
piezoelectricity-based vibration has been presented by Shu

and it is shown in the following for the standard and SSHI
interface, respectively [55]:
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where 𝐹
0
is the constant magnitude, 𝜔sc is the natural

oscillation frequency (of the piezoelectric vibrator under the
short circuit condition), 𝜁

𝑚
is the mechanical damping ratio,

Ω and 𝑟 are the normalized frequency and electric resistance,
respectively, 𝑘2

𝑒
is the alternative electromechanical coupling

coefficient, 𝑀 is the oscillating proof mass, and 𝑞
𝐼
= 𝑒
−𝜋/2Q𝐼 ,

where𝑄
𝐼
is the inversion quality factor due to the energy loss

mainly from the inductor in series with the switch.
The equation shows that the generated power depends on

the frequency and acceleration of input vibration, the electri-
cal load, the oscillating proof mass, the natural frequency, the
mechanical damping ratio, the electromechanical coupling
coefficient of the system, and the inversion quality factor in
the SSHI circuit. It can be used to compare power harvesting
devices of various sizes and with different vibration inputs to
estimate efficiencies.

There are two practical piezoelectric coupling modes for
operation as shown in Figure 5. In the d33mode, the vibration
force is applied in the same direction as the poling direction,
while in the d31mode the force is applied perpendicular to the
poling direction [56, 57].The d33mode has a higher coupling
coefficient than d31 mode, but d31 mode is able to produce
a larger strain in a small external force at very low voltage
source and small-sized devices compared to d33 mode, and
it allows piezoelectric material to be strained on a bending
cantilever [58], so it is more suitable for energy harvesting of
wireless sensor networks.

Piezoelectric transducer is one of the key structures in
piezoelectric energy harvesting system and the selection of it
had better be consistent with the environmental vibration so
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Table 4: The basic properties comparison of the commonly used piezoelectric materials.

Material Tc/∘C 𝜀33/𝜀0 d33 (pC/N) g33 (10−3 Vm/N) d33⋅g33 (1015m2/ N)
PZT—4 328 1300 289 25.1 7253.9
PZT—5H 193 3400 593 — —
PZT—8 300 1000 218 — —
PVDF 41 13 −33 −339.0 11187

Table 5: The structures and characteristics of piezoelectric transducers.

Piezoelectric transducers Characteristics

Unimorph

A highest power can be generated under
lower excitation frequencies and load
resistances, widely used in cantilever beam
structure

Bimorph

Variable range of resonant frequency:
5Hz∼100Hz, can be used in various
configuration such as cantilever beam and
end-end clamped beam

Rigid bimorph

Similar to bimorph but easier mounting,
suitable for wide bandwidth, and widely
used in cantilever beam structure

Macrofiber composite (MFC)

Flexible, both d31 and d33 modes
practicable, suitable for low strain and high
frequency application, large area coverage,
and can be used as a bimorph component

Stack type

Suitable for the application of low frequency
(∼10Hz) and large uniaxial stress, easy
mounting

Rainbow type

Ability to generate a higher output voltage in
the given stress level, can be stacked to
amplify output voltage

Moonie type

Cymbal type

Ability to withstand high stress, high output
charge level, and adjustable resonance
frequency
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Figure 5: Illustration of (a) d
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mode.

as to maximize the harvesting of mechanical energy. Accord-
ing to the different structures, piezoelectric transducers can
be divided into unimorph, bimorph, rainbow type, cymbal
type, moonie type, stack type, and so forth [56, 57, 59–63].
Table 5 shows the typical structures and characteristics of
piezoelectric transducers.

Among the vibration-based MEMS piezoelectric energy
harvester, the cantilever beam is the most widely used
structure for cantilever beam can produce the maximum
deflection and compliance constant [64]. At the same time,
the bending vibration frequency of the beam is usually lower
than its longitudinal vibration frequency and torsional vibra-
tion frequency and it is easily excited. So many piezoelectric
transducers are applicable to this structure. Rectangle-shaped
cantilever structures are the most commonly used due to the
simple process and relatively high efficiency. Having a free
small end, the trigon-shaped cantilever beam will produce
a higher output power for the higher strains and maximum
deflections than the rectangular beam with width and length
equal to the base and height of the triangular beam [65], while
the strain can bemore distributed throughout the trapezium-
shaped cantilever structure[66]which can delivermuchmore
energy than a trigon-shaped beamwith the samePZT volume
[67].

Chen et al. presented a circular-diaphragm-structural
PZT energy harvester with a dimension of Φ30 × 0.4mm2
[68]. They found the maximum output voltage and power
improve at relatively low frequency with the increase of pre-
stress and there exists an optimal contacting area between the
mass and piezoelectric diaphragm and a power of 12mW is
generated.The technology is difficult to integrate withMEMS
technology and batch-oriented manufacture. The amount of
the harvested energy is potential to power wireless sensors
and the harvester can be integrated with sensors utilizing an
external force with a circular diaphragm structure, such as
pressure sensor, to realize self-power.

Chang et al. developed a direct-write piezoelectric poly-
meric nanogenerator with the peak and average energy
conversion efficiency of 21.8% and 12.5%, respectively [69].
The electrical outputs can be enhanced by increasing the

strain rate and frequency and the serial or parallel connec-
tions of nanogenerator. The nanogenerator provides several
advantages including high efficiency, manufacturability, and
the capability of direct integration with other structures and
processes. Nonetheless, the complexity of electrospinning
process results in low-rise repeatability at present. The nano-
generator can be used by direct-writing nanofibers onto a
large area cloth to increase the total power output for portable
electronics and wireless sensors.

The advantages of piezoelectric energy harvesting devices
are simple structure, low cost, no fever, no electromagnetic
interference, easiness to manufacture, relatively high output
voltage level, electromechanical conversion efficiency, and so
forth [70]. But the cantilever beam which is the most used
structure in the piezoelectric harvesting system could not
meet the complicated external environment and the situation
with wide exciting vibration band. The defects limit the
application of piezoelectric harvesting system to a certain
degree. In addition, the piezoelectric harvesting system can
produce a high level of output energy only when it generates
resonance with external vibration excitation. And it usually
requires energy harvesting circuit to modulate the output
power, which leads to a relatively large energy loss due to the
switch control circuit and it greatly affects the efficiency of
energy harvesting system.

In order to obtain better performance and improve the
efficiency as well as practicability of piezoelectric energy
harvester, the ongoing research mainly includes improving
the existing piezoelectric materials property, researching
new piezoelectric materials with large piezoelectric constant
strain, high electromechanical coupling coefficient and low
loss, and improving the structure of piezoelectric energy
harvester to increase the output power. Among them, the
most important point is that researching the piezoelectric
energy harvestingwith features ofmultimodal andwide band
to meet the unknown or time-changing external excitation
and wide band vibration.

4.2. Electrostatic (Capacitive) Energy Harvesting. Electro-
static energy harvesting system generates voltage by changing
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the capacitance. Before the energy is outputted by the system,
it is needed to apply an initial voltage to the capacitance [71].
And when the quantity of charge stored in the capacitor was
changed by the external vibrations, a charge flow is generated
in the circuit and thus provides electrical power to the
sensors. Compared with other vibration energy harvesting
methods, the electrostatic energy harvesting device has very
good compatibility with IC and MEMS technology [72], and
it can take advantage of the relatively mature silicon micro-
machined technology to fabricate MEMS variable capacitor
[73–75] which has many advantages such as high Q, wide
tuning range, low noise, small size, and low quality and is
more suitable for wireless sensors.

Sidek et al. designed and simulated an SOI-MEMS elec-
trostatic vibration energy harvester with the size of micron
level using the architect module with CoventorWare 2010
[76]. Simulation results show that the harvester is capable
of generating power of 5.891 𝜇W at the resonant frequency
of 2 kHz which is too high compared to the frequency of
ambient vibration. However, the required performance and
manufacturing capability can be achieved by compromising
the structural design and fabrication process.

Sheu et al. developed an in-plane, gap overlap comb-
drive electrostatic vibration energy harvester with a mass of
4.9mg to deliver an average output power of 0.0924𝜇Wwhen
harvesting 10 𝜇m amplitude of motion at 105Hz and the size
of the harvester is 3000 𝜇m × 3000 𝜇m × 500𝜇m [26]. The
harvester is implemented by CMOS process making the on-
chip integration of signal conditioning circuit feasible. The
harvester has a very small size, but the energy harvested
is also at a very low level targeted only at very low power
applications.

Altena et al. presented an electret-based MEMS electro-
static energy harvester [77]. Experimental results showed
that the practical power output with polarization voltage
differs with expected quadratic behavior. The use of the
electret in this paper not only solved the common issue of
capacitive energy harvesters with the necessity of an auxiliary
energy reservoir, but also introduced some questions that the
measured output of the device showed a step-like behavior
which ismore pronouncedwith increasing of the polarization
voltages for the reason of the lateral electrostatic forces
limiting the movement of the seismic mass.

Although the electrostatic energy harvesting systems
have very good compatibility with IC andMEMS technology
and a higher voltage and power density in the same size, the
initial voltage or charge of variable capacitor is one of the key
problems that needs to be solved [78]. The use of external
power source for charging the capacitor is against the original
intention of the energy harvesting [79]; therefore it is nec-
essary to utilize the stored energy of the electrostatic energy
harvesting system itself to provide the initial voltage or charge
for capacitor. And electret, as an electrostatic guiding, which
can be divided into two categories: SiO

2
-based inorganic

electret and polymer-based organic electret, is one of the
effective methods to solve the problem [80, 81] through three
methods of corona charging, electric breakdown charging,

and liquid contact charging. The comparison of the three
charging method is shown in Table 6.

A major research effort on an electret-based energy
harvester with a single silicon structure has been undertaken
by Fujii et al. [82]. The authors used the fabricated counter
electrode for the grid electrodes which can charge the electret
after the fabrication. And they fabricated the harvester with
unidirectionally flexible Si spring which is suitable for con-
verting low frequency vibration. The harvester can achieve a
maximum output power of 0.23 𝜇W with an acceleration of
0.1 G at 10Hz.

As a widely used dielectric medium with electricity
storage function, electret materials have been integrated
into many MEMS devices with the development of MEMS
technology in these years. But the miniaturization of the
electret goes along with the disadvantages of low surface
potential, poor stability, and so forth [83]. And it is one
problem that needs to be solved urgently.

The initial voltage or charge of variable capacitor is a
major factor technical problem restricting the development
of MEMS electrostatic energy harvesting system, so a main
ongoing research is effective using storage energy of elec-
trostatic energy harvester to supply stable initial voltage
for capacitor, such as researching high-performance electret
materials. In addition, many researchers focus on reducing
the frequency and improving the electromechanical coupling
performance of electrostatic vibration energy harvester in
order to further its output power and practicability.

4.3. Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting. Electromagnetic
Energy Harvesting is based on the well-known principle
of electromagnetic induction which is defined as induced
electromotive force which will be generated in a conductor
when the magnetic flux is changing around it. The
electromagnetic vibration energy harvesters can be simply
packaged to reduce the risk of corrosion and eliminate the
temperature limit. The relevant parameters about harvesters
include magnetic induction, magnetic flux density, coercive
force. And commonly, there are four available magnets:
ceramic, Alnico, SmCo, and NdFeB. Table 7 lists some of
their performance parameters. As in the same volume,
NdFeB has the largest magnetic field intensity, high coercive
force, and no demagnetization due to the vibration of
generator, so it is the most commonly used permanent
magnetic material in recent years [84].

The deposition and forming of magnets can be achieved
bymicroprocessing technology. Sputtering and electroplating
and other deposition technologies have been used to fabricate
the micromagnet. However, the characteristics of permanent
magnets decrease with the magnet thickness reduced, so the
manufacture of high-quality micromagnet is very difficult
[85]. To replace the separate magnets with micromachined
permanent magnets is one problem which needs to be solved
in the micro electromagnetic energy harvesting systems.

Rahimi et al. presented a vibration-based electromag-
netic (EM) energy harvester system powering a 1.5 V, 15𝜇A
load with 65% conversion efficiency, and 5% ripple, at an
external vibration frequency of 10Hz and the maximum
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Table 6: The comparison of three charging methods.

Charging method Device complexity Control difficulty Surface potential
Corona charging Simple Easy Large
Electric breakdown charging Rather complex Rather difficult Small
Liquid contact charging Complex Difficult Small

Table 7: Performance parameters of typical magnetic materials.

Material B/mT (BH)max/(kJ /m3 ) Hc Tc/∘C Max. operating temperature/∘C Density/(kg/m3)
Ceramics 100 26 High 460 250 4980
Alnico 130 42 Low 860 550 7200
SmCo (2:17) 350 208 High 750 300 8400
NdFeB (N38H) 450 306 High 320 120 7470

output power is 22.5𝜇W [86]. The separation of the magnet
from the other part of the system raises problems such as
misalignment and low manufacturability while the author
employed a boot-strap rectifier in this technique which can
reduce the power losses due to the diode threshold voltage
drops during AC/DC conversion compared to conventional
rectifiers. Since most environmental mechanical vibrations
arise at low frequency (1–10Hz), this technology offers the
possibility to harvest energy in many applications such as
wearable electronics and earthquake warning systems.

Tao et al. proposed a micro electromagnetic vibration
energy harvester with dimension of 4.5 × 4.5 × 1mm3 and
the total volume of the harvester is about 20mm3 [87].
Testing results showed that the harvester was able to generate
a maximum peak-peak voltage of 20.9 𝜇V at the device’s
resonance frequency of 365Hz and input acceleration of 1 g.
This study offers a solution of the micro electromagnetic
harvester fully integrated withMEMS fabrication technology
though the produced energy is very limited.

The electromagnetic generators have the advantage of
improved reliability and reduced mechanical damping for
there would not be any mechanical contact between any
parts. Also, no separate voltage source is required. The
extracted electric power of electromagnetic energy harvester
is related to electromagnetic damping which depends on flux
gradient, coil turns, coil impedance, and load impedance and
these parameters are all connected with the size. The earlier
electromagnetic energy harvester is complex and bulky [87],
while the MEMS technology has been widely studied in the
electromagnetic energy harvesting structures now. However,
the miniaturization also has brought some problems such as
field reduction, reduced coil varieties, and decreased power
extraction capacity.

The miniaturization of electromagnetic energy harvester
comes along with decreasing output power, and the main
factors influencing the efficiency of energy harvesting are
magnet and coil, so the present study points are reducing
the device size under the premise of not affecting energy
harvesting efficiency, improving coil manufacturing tech-
nique, developing good toughness, resistant-impact, low-cost
coil base material, and producing high-performance tiny
magnets. In addition, many researchers focus on automatic

adjusting of electromagnetic energy harvester resonance fre-
quency according to the change of external vibration source
in order to improve the efficiency of energy harvesting.

The three methods of harvesting mechanical energy have
different advantages and disadvantages in the field of power
density, integration withMEMS and IC technology, electrical
matching, and so on, but the efficiency of them is related
to the vibration frequency due to the mathematical fact that
the maximum power output from vibration-based genera-
tors is proportional to the cube of the vibration frequency
and drops dramatically at low frequencies (1–100Hz) [27,
28]. Because the main frequencies in the environment are
relatively low, the mechanical energy harvester may need
to utilize the upconverter to transform the low frequency
into high frequency to achieve an increased power output
[27, 28]. Among the three mechanical energy harvesting
methods, the piezoelectric and electrostatic harvesters have
the ability to generate voltage ranging from 2 to 10V, but
the electromagnetic harvesters can only produce a maximum
voltage of 0.1 V [41].

The external excitations are random for vibration energy
harvesting systems, so it is hoped that the systems are
able to have a better response towards vibration excitations
with different frequencies and amplitudes in order to ensure
the energy harvesting efficiency. So it is necessary to com-
prehensively consider two factors including system output
power and bandwidth of the resonant region and select the
appropriate system parameters when the system damping
ratio is designed. In order to maximize the generated energy,
the below basic principles should be followed during the
design of vibration energy harvesting systems.

(1) The frequency of vibration energy harvesting system
should be the same with the external excitation
frequency in order to reach resonance.

(2) It should be tried to increase the quality of inertial
components in the permit of system [88].

(3) It should be tried to increase the relative motion
transmissibility for the vibration energy harvesters
with determined structure in the case of constant
external excitation level.
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(4) It should be tried to decrease the damping ratio of
the system for the vibration energy harvesters with
a given mass of the inertial components under the
premise of guaranteeing a certain bandwidth of the
system resonance region.

5. Thermoelectric Generators

The temperature difference between the two ends of semicon-
ductor PN junction is used to generate power by micro ther-
moelectric power generation system. Thermoelectric mate-
rials have three temperature-dependent properties: Seebeck
coefficient, thermal conductivity, and electrical conductivity
[89].There are many sources of waste heat which can be used
around us, such as geothermal [90], industrial waste heat,
engine exhaust and the heat of sun [91].

The conversion efficiency of current thermoelectric gen-
erators (TEGs) is commonly between 6% and 11%. The effi-
ciency of TEGs is approximately proportional to temperature
difference when it is small while both of thermoelectric
materials and temperature difference have a strong influence
on the output voltage, and the generated voltage is propor-
tional to the number of thermoelectric elements and the
temperature difference when the thermoelectric materials
is selected. Because it is difficult to maintain a significant
temperature gradient on a small device [92], the small
available temperature difference between the surfaces of the
TEG, commonly no higher than 10∘C [93], and the micro size
of the devices [94]make the output power and the conversion
efficiency very limited. In addition, there is an efficiency cap
governed by the Carnot cycle of energy harvested from a
temperature gradient. The efficiency of Carnot cycle is given
by

𝜂
𝑐
= 1 −

𝑇low
𝑇high

. (3)

We can see from the formula that Carnot efficiency is limited
to small Δ𝑇 which is equal to 𝑇low/𝑇high.

At present, the core contents of the thermoelectric tech-
nology research are concentrated on improving the thermo-
electric properties of existing thermoelectric materials with
in-depth study, researching of new thermoelectric materials,
developing functionally graded thermoelectricmaterials, and
reducing the number of dimensions of the thermoelectric
materials in order to increase the output power under the
conditions of the same thermal source. In recent years, a
variety of techniques including physical vapor deposition
(PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and electrochem-
ical deposition (ECD) have been widely used in the devel-
opment of thin-film thermoelectric materials which have
outstanding qualities like the ability of combining with other
microprocessing technologies and greatly improving the
composition and structure of thermoelectric materials and
thus increasing the thermoelectric figure of merit. However,
due to a greater loss of contact resistance and thermal contact
resistance, these devices have lower conversion efficiency
now. The efficiency of the thermoelectric materials is sim-
plified by assuming that the Seebeck coefficient, electrical

conductivity, and thermal conductivity are independent of
temperature for the exact expression of it is very complex and
the formula is shown as follows [95]:

𝜂 =
Δ𝑇

𝑇high
×

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 − 1

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 + 𝑇low/𝑇high
, (4)

where 𝑍𝑇 is thermoelectric figure of merit of materials.
The actual efficiency of thermoelectric device is only about
90% of the above formula due to the loss of electrical
interconnection, contact heat resistance, contact resistance,
and other heat loss.

Francioso et al. developed a miniaturized TEG integrat-
ing an array of 100 thin- film thermocouples on flexible
substrate with an area of about 70 × 30mm2, finalized to
power very low consumption electronics Ambient Assisted
Living applications [96]. A maximum open circuit output
voltage of 430mV and an electrical output power up to 32 nW
was achieved with matched load at Δ𝑇 = 40

∘C. The TEG
is flexible and wearable while it suffers from insufficient
output voltage. It can be used for healthcare and biometric
parameters monitoring and so forth.

Chen et al. presented a transparent micro-TEG (𝜇-TEG)
fabricated by MEMS technology on a 4-inch glass wafer [97].
A 60 cm×90 cm glass window assembledwith the transparent
𝜇-TEG array can generate a power of 0.05∼0.1W under 5∘C∼

10∘C temperature difference based on theoretical evaluation.
This technology is compatible with IC manufacturing tech-
nology and has no requirement of sustained cooling. The 𝜇-
TEG can be installed on the windows of the building for solar
energy conversion applications.

The TEGs are characterized by small size, light weight,
no vibration, no noise, safety and reliability, lowmaintenance
cost, the ability of adapting to any special climate area, and
working long hours in extreme environments [98]. In addi-
tion, it can take advantage of the so-called low-level thermal
to generate power such as waste burning heat, geothermal,
solar heat, and ocean heat; especially it is very promising in
the application of generating power from industrial waste
heat and exhaust heat [91]. Thus we can make full use of
energy and reduce energy consumption and environmental
pollution. Their usage is limited because of the low energy
conversion efficiency and high costs. At present, the TEGs
aremainly used in high-tech fields such asmedical treatment,
military, submarines, and cosmic space.

The efficiency of thermoelectric generators mainly
depends upon thermoelectric materials performance,
the number of thermocouples, and geometric cross-
sectional areas of thermocouple legs when in a certain
application environment. So improving the performance of
thermoelectric materials is a significant ongoing research
to enhance the conversion efficiency and power density of
thermoelectric generators. The main ongoing researches
are designing and manufacturing various optimized
microstructure thermoelectric devices using the MEMS
micro machining means including optimizing length-area
ratio of thermocouple legs and increasing thermocouple
numbers per unit area to improve the output of thin-film
thermopile, fabricating the thermocouple legs with large
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cross-sectional area to decrease the device resistance. The
efficiency of thermoelectric generators decreases along with
the reduction of thermocouple length due to contact impact,
and the more appreciable the contact impact exists, the
more rapid power harvesting efficiency reduces, so another
ongoing research is reducing contact resistance and contact
thermal resistance possibly of thermoelectric generators
from the process point during the manufacture.

6. Dynamic Fluid Energy Harvesting

Dynamic fluid energy includes wind and flowing water
power. The kinetic energy of fluid can be harvested by two
methods. The first one generates electricity by mechanical
parts such as micro turbine systems. The second one uses
nonmechanical parts that works the same as the mechanical
energy harvesting technology for the flowing wind or water
induces mechanical vibration which can be converted to
electricity by piezoelectric [99, 100], electrostatic [101], or
electromagnetic principles [102]. The output mechanical
power from the fluid energy harvesters is governed by the
following equation:

𝑃
𝑚

=
1

2
𝐶
𝑃
𝜌𝐴V3, (5)

where 𝐶
𝑃
is the performance coefficient of the harvesters; in

other words, it is the efficiency of flowing energy converted
to mechanical energy and the theoretical maximum value is
16/27 according to Batz theory, 𝜌 is the flow density in kgm−3,
𝐴 is the cross-sectional area in m2, and V is the fluid velocity
in m/s.

6.1. Micro Wind Harvester. The ambient air flow or forced
convection [103] can also be an energy source for wireless
autonomous sensor nodes in outdoor, remote, or inaccessible
locations [104].The existingmethods of wind energy harvest-
ing include micro wind turbines, micro windbelt generators,
piezoelectric wind harvesters and electromagnetic wind gen-
erators. The conventional wind turbine is the most mature
and commonly used method for harvesting wind energy, but
the efficiency of it reduces with size due to the increased
effect of friction losses in the bearings and the reduced surface
area of the blades. In addition, the rotating components of
conventional turbines, such as bearings, suffer from fatigue
and wear [105]. The micro windbelt generator has a higher
output power at high wind speeds (>5.5m/s), but its output
power reduces significantly at low wind speeds (<3.5m/s),
and the windbelt generator can be extremely noisy during
operation [106].The piezoelectric wind harvesters have some
advantages including compact structure, sensitivity to low
speed wind, higher efficiency, instant starting with no dead
time, small size and ultralightweight, extremely lowmagnetic
permeability, and almost no heat dissipation [107]. But the
poor piezoelectric strain coefficient of existing materials may
result in a very low output power, and the piezoelectric
materials have a resonant frequency that the maximum
powerwill be generated only when the piezoelectricmaterials
vibrate at their resonant frequency.The electromagnetic wind

Wind harvester Controller Voltage converter Load

Energy storage
device

Figure 6: The composition block diagram of micro wind power
system.

generators are reliable and have small mechanical damping,
but the heavy magnet will result in the generator being not
able to operate at low wind speed [108].

Generally, the composition block diagram of micro wind
power system is shown as follows (Figure 6).

The controller is used to ensure the normal charge,
discharge of the energy storage device, and controlling the tip
speed ratio of the wind generator to make it working in the
best power points so as to achieve the highest efficiency of the
system [109].

Because the intermittence and instability of windwill lead
to the problem of unstable power supply, the energy storage
device is used to provide a stable and continuous power for
wireless sensors to ensure the safe and sustained operation.

Carli et al. [110] developed a plastic four-bladed
horizontal-axis wind turbine with an overall volume below
300 cm3. The experimental results in the given conditions
showed a harvested continuously energy about 8mW on
average and an average power continuously available of about
7mW with a buck-boost converter supposed efficiency of
85%. The power generated in setting conditions is sufficient
for low power sensor nodes, but the volume of the system is
relatively large. The wind energy harvester introduced in this
paper is suitable for powering small size embedded systems
which are deployed in outdoor environment.

Priya demonstrated a piezoelectric windmill energy har-
vesting device consisting of 12 piezoelectric bimorph trans-
ducers which oscillate by turn to produce electricity as the
wind flows through the windmill [51]. The circumference
of the windmill is about 10mm. A power of 10.2mW was
successfully achieved.The generated power can be controlled
by changing the number of bimorphs in the windmill, and
it provides a solution to the remote and communication
devices which require power in the range of 10–50mW,
including sensors for weather monitoring and structural
health monitoring, accelerometers, strain gages, thermal
sensors, switches, and alarms. But this research still faces
challenges associated with circuit of storing the electrical
energy, complex design, and relatively large size.

Tan and Panda presented a piezoelectric wind harvester
and utilized the bimorph piezoelectric actuator for a low
power autonomous wind speed sensor [107]. When the
storage capacitor charged to maximum voltage equaled to
917 uJ, a trigger signal was initiated to release the energy to
the RF transmitter.The piezoelectric wind harvester together
with its related electronics is smaller and lighter compared to
other windmills, but the harvested energy is quite limited and
the network cannot handle unexpected events for the duty
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cycle of sensor is too small. So it can be adopted in theWSNs
with small amount of data and insensitive delay.

The wind energy is inexhaustible, renewable, free to use,
nonpolluting, widely distributed in the country, and so forth.
But it has low energy density, regional differences, and unsta-
ble factor for the wind speed is fluctuant and unpredictable
which will result in producing inequable electricity all the
time [111]. Moreover, the wind harvester can be noisy as it has
moving mechanical part [44].

It is a key to make the wind turbine system work at the
maximum power point due to the instability of wind. To
further improve the efficiency of wind turbines, it is needed
to research and develop efficient MPPT control technology
according to the specific characteristics of wind energy. The
design of MPPT control technology is difficult due to the
big rotational inertia and relatively complex control of wind
turbine. So the robust control research of maximum wind
energy capture becomes a hot spot for the wind power system
with nonlinearity and stochastic disturbance.

6.2. Flowing Water Energy Harvesting. The flowing water
contains kinetic energy due to the water pressure fluctuation,
and it can be converted into electrical energy by energy
harvesters [112]. Flowing water is a renewable, pollution-free,
continuous, and dependable energy source forwireless sensor
nodes [113]. For hydropower can be developed in any size and
any scale, it is applicable in WSNs [34].

Sun andHu [114] developed an electromagnetic vibratory
generator based on impact of water current. The experiment
showed that the amount of generated power increases when
the water current impacts at the center of coil box or the
velocity and total volume of it increase and decreases with the
water height at the bottom of generator increase and reaches
the maximum at some impacting water volume per unity
time. The proposed generator is relatively large to integrate
with the small sensors. The generator can be fixed at outlets
of fluidic transportation and storage facilities to convert water
current energy into electrical energy for low-power systems.

Pobering and Schwesinger [113] presented two types
of energy harvester, a flag-shaped piezoelectric polymer
harvester and a microstructured piezobimorph generator, to
convert the kinetic energy of flowing water into electrical
energy. The first type is applied in turbulent flow as it can
bend periodically for the different flow velocities on two
sides resulting in different pressure to generate power. This
generator is produced easily and cost effective with screen
printing technologies, but the maximum power conversion
efficiency is quite limited for the d31-coefficient of PVDF is
very low. The second type is placed in an instable flow to
produce an altering pressure on the PZT, and then power
is generated. Mechanical theories show that the longer and
thinner the beam is, the higher the energy generated is. A
power of about 6.81 𝜇W can be achieved theoretically of
the PZT-ceramic generator with a transfer factor of about
8%, a volume of 100mm3 and a flow velocity of 2m/s. The
low energy can be utilized by low-power sensors or the
micro generator can work in parallel to form a micro power
plant anchored in a flowing river to enhance the power

rating. Unlike turbines or propellers, both converters have no
rotating parts and need no maintenance.

The flowing water energy harvesting systems can be
used to power the WSNs which are used with a growing
interest to monitor the water quality and hydraulic state
[115] of water distribution systems, river, and so forth. In
applications, the type of energy harvesters is chosen based on
the different requirements with size and amount of energy.
The hydroturbine is able to generate enough power for
wireless sensors, but it has a big size resulting in the difficulty
of installing in pipelines and integrating with the sensor
node. While the flow-induced vibration energy harvester
has a micro size, it needs further research to increase the
conversion efficiency and optimize the generated power to be
appropriate for powering wireless sensor nodes [116].

7. The Acoustic Energy

The acoustic energy can be used by people like other forms
of energy. When sound wave spreads to the surface of an
object, it will cause vibration of the object. It was measured
that the generated power is up to 100 kWwhen the noise of jet
is 160 dB. It can be seen that the power contained by acoustic
energy is huge in the case of high decibel levels.

The available form of acoustic power spectra contains
the longitudinal, transverse, bending, hydrostatic, or shears
waves. The common elements of acoustic energy systems
include an input mechanical power spectrum, an effective
acoustic impedance matching, a piezoelectric or biased
electrostrictive transducers converting the input mechanical
energy into electrical energy and a matched electrical load
[117].

Iizumi et al. [118] presented a micro electromechanical
PZT acoustic energy harvester having dual top electrodes to
utilize the different polarity charges in the central part and the
peripheral part of a vibrating PZTdiaphragm.Theperipheral,
central, and connected energy harvester generated powers of
5.28 × 10

−11W, 4.25 × 10
−11W, and 8.28 × 10

−11W under
the sound pressure level of 100 dB at resonance frequency
of 4.92 kHz, respectively. The power is nearly two times
larger than that generated by the other devices with similar
diaphragm. The harvester can be adopted in the applications
with a very low amount of data and high noise; then
the noise control and energy harvesting can be achieved
simultaneously.

Liu et al. [119] proposed an electromechanical Helmholtz
resonator (EMHR) as an acoustic energy harvester.This study
adopted an extra flyback converter to compare with the
single direct charging circuit and condition the generated
energy. Experimental results showed that the output power
is approximately 30mW at 161 dB SPL with a flyback con-
verter to alleviate the problem of load mismatch, which is
much higher than the direct charging circuit. But except
the electrical energy dissipated by the diodes, the plane
wave tube controller of the flyback converter introduced an
extra energy consumption and acoustic impedancemismatch
which results in a rather low overall efficiency varied from 6%
to 1.5% with acoustic input pressures between 145 and 161 dB.
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The device can be used for low-power electronics and sensors
placed in very high sound pressure level environment such as
the engine nacelle.

The acoustic energy can be utilized to power the sensor
nodes placed in a high sound pressure level environment such
as the side of a engine nacelle for the acoustic energy has
a very low power density which can be seen from Table 1.
And acoustic energy harvesting will not only satisfy the
power demand of wireless sensors, but also improve the
environmental conditions by reducing the noise [120].

8. Magnetic Energy Harvesting

The magnetic energy, an inexhaustible and renewable power
source, is ubiquitous on the earth. At present, the researches
on harvesting magnetic field energy for wireless sensors are
relatively few and mainly concentrate on specific aspects
of power transmission/distribution lines. Recently, with the
demand of a “Smart Grid” [121, 122], some parameters of
assets and power lines need to be monitored in real time by
wireless sensors like line temperature, line sag, icing, vibra-
tion, corrosion in steel core, broken strand, corona, audible
noise [123], and so forth. According to the magnetic effect of
electric current, a changedmagnetic field is produced around
the power lines since alternating current is transmitted. And
we can utilize the produced magnetic field energy to provide
power for wireless sensors. Although the power density of the
magnetic field is not high, if properly used, it is enough to
offer energy for low-power wireless sensor.

Tashiro et al. [32] utilized an energy harvesting module
with an air-core coil and a resonant capacitor to harvest
magnetic energy from power lines. The experiment proved
that the voltage amplitude and quality factor increase with
the increasing of the spacing factor and mean radius of the
coil. However, it can also result in higher energy loss for the
higher coil resistance and undesired eddy current loss in the
coil. A highest power of 6.32mW was achieved with the best
harvesting module from amagnetic field of 21.2 at 60Hz.The
harvested energy is feasible for the wireless sensors, but the
energy harvesting modules are bulky compared to a sensor
nodes and the uniform experimental magnetic field is too
simplified compared to which in practice. Also, the pure iron
rods chosen can cause large eddy current loss.

Moghe et al. [124] proposed two methods to harvest
energy from magnetic field around a current carrying utility
asset: a piezoelectric bimorph and a flux concentrator-core
current transformer. The piezoelectric bimorph is able to
provide an average power of 26.4mW which is enough for a
wireless senor. But its inability to provide power continuously
results in the need of an energy storage. And in practice,
there also exists the problem of how to clamp it around the
conductor.While another method where a flux concentrator-
core current transformer with very small surface area (54 ×

64mm2) can provide 257mW when there was 1000A in the
transmission line. It has the advantage of small size and being
able to stick to the conductor. But in practical application, the
misalignment between core and conductor will cause a great
reduction in the harvested energy. And also, the distance of

the core from the conductor should be controlled for which
is almost inversely proportional to the harvested energy.

At present, the study of harvesting magnetic field energy
around power lines is still in its initial stage. There are
some other researches like the study of Zhu et al. [122,
125], Guo et al. [126]; however, these all still have many
problems more or less that need to be solved in practical
application, for instance, how to install the generator around
the conductor, reduce the size of the harvester, and eliminate
the insulation problems such as corona and partial discharge.
And also the influence of the operation environment must be
considered, like weather condition, contamination, line sag
and oscillation [126], and so forth.

9. Hybrid Power Source

The amount of energy from a single energy harvester is typ-
ically small [127] and highly variable with time, its location,
and working conditions of load [73, 74], so the dependence
on a single energy source may cause some potential problems
for once the environment is in short supply of this energy,
the node will not be able to work normally and reliably. And
generally, there are many different forms of available energy
source existing simultaneously in the environment. In order
to make each sensor node obtain the required energy from
environment asmuch as possible, wemay need to design such
a kind of energy harvesting system that it cannot only harvest
energy from one type of power source [128]. Therefore, it is
necessary to integrate a variety of energy harvesting modules
in one sensor node [129]. And it is absolutely difficult which
is mainly shown in the following areas.

(1) All kinds of energy harvesting technologies are still
not mature and need the innovative research.

(2) We should guarantee that the various energy harvest-
ing components can meet the demanding require-
ments of sensor nodes in size.

(3) It must be ensured that all kinds of energy harvesting
components can work harmonically and store the
harvested energy efficiently.

Professor Wang Zhong-lin and his team members of
Georgia Institute of Technology developed a composite nano-
generator which can harvest solar energy and mechanical
energy at the same time. It was the first time that people
utilized a single integrated device to harvest different forms
of energy simultaneously [130].The generator was confirmed
that the two parts of it can not only work together, but also
operate independently without interplay. They also found
that the output voltage of the solar cell can greatly enhance
that of the nanogenerator and the output current, voltage,
and power of the generator improved greatly through the
series and parallel design. This invention showed that it is
feasible to harvest different forms of energy by an integrated
generator and this study also explored a new research field
which takes advantages of a variety of different energy with a
high efficiency.

Yu et al. designed a photovoltaic and thermoelectric
hybrid energy harvester for WSNs by attaching TEGs to the
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Table 8: The comparison of various energy harvesting methods for WSNs.

Energy sources Voltage
regulation

Energy
storage
device
needed

The possible applications in WSNs

Photovoltaics Maybe Usually Sensors in outdoors or in where with long time artificial
light like the shopping centers, factories, and so forth

Mechanical energy harvesters
Piezoelectric
Electrostatic
Electromagnetic

Yes Usually
Sensors installed on (or in contact with) moving or

working bodies, vehicles, engines, or other vibration or
mechanical sources

TEG Maybe Usually Sensors in where existing temperature differs with
surroundings like body surface, engine, and so forth

Dynamic fluid energy
Wind harvester Yes Yes Sensors in outdoors or in moving or rotating objects

Flowing water Yes Usually Sensors in the water or with direct contact of water or
with automated watering

Acoustic energy Yes Yes
Sensors where high level noise exists such as shopping
centers, factories, and so forth; the side of objects with

high-decibel like engine nacelles

Magnetic field energy Yes Usually Sensors where existing strong magnetic field exists such
as power transmission/distribution lines

rear of a 150mm × 80mm solar cell to absorb the heat
energy [131]. Results show that the open circuit voltage and
conversion efficiency of the solar cell increased by 0.3 V and
5.2%, respectively, and the rear temperature was 13∘C lower
compared to the single solar cell when the solar irradiance
and the ambient temperature were 778W/m2 and 32∘C,
respectively. However, the harvester is bulk compared to the
small sensor.

Wischke et al. developed a double-side suspended hybrid
energy harvester with a piezoelectric and an electromagnetic
transducer merged to increase the power output [132]. At
resonance 300 𝜇W and 120 𝜇W can be drawn from the
piezoelectric and electromagnetic generator parts, respec-
tively, with 10m/s2 sinusoidal excitation and optimal load
conditions. The harvester is characterized by novel structure,
low-cost fabrication, and modular setup, and the moving
magnet configurationmaximizes the seismicmass and avoids
the problem of attaching electrical contacts to the inductor.
The power output can be enhanced by increasing the seismic
mass with the resonance frequency decreased, but the system
volume is also increased. And the manual assembly and
aligning of the inductors and magnets raise problems such
as misalignment and low manufacturability. It can be used
in many vibration-based applications by further reducing the
resonance frequency.

10. Conclusion

WSNs have provided attractive solutions for a variety of
applications, but the sensor nodes energy supply is one of the
important issues needed to be solved now.The environmental
energy harvesting technologies are likely to replace the bat-
teries in the future to realize the independent power supply
of the wireless sensor nodes. In addition, there are some

other advantages to employ energy harvesting technology
such as noise reduction, elimination of cross-talks, and all
these power sources are renewable, clean, and available limit-
lessly in the environment. This paper gives a comprehensive
introduction of the various possible environmental energy
harvesting technologies and the selection of which should be
suitable for the actual applications andworking environments
of WSNs. Table 8 gives a brief summary of all the energy
harvesting methods and the possible applications in WSNs.

At present, the environmental energy harvesting tech-
nologies still have many defects; for instance, the output
power and conversion efficiency are low, environmental
energy may not stable, the device cannot operate when there
is not enough ambient energy, and the price of micropower
generators is relatively high compared to batteries [133]. The
development tendency of environmental energy harvesting
technology includes the following aspects.

(1) As mentioned above, there are a lot of different forms
of energy in the environment. And in order to enable
each sensor node to obtain the required energy on
long term and steadily from the environment, we
may need to integrate a variety of energy harvesting
technologies with the same sensor node and ensure
that all kinds of energy harvesting technologies can
work coordinately and store energy effectively.

(2) Up to now, there is a great distance between the
existing energy harvesting technologies and the mass
commercial production for all kinds of environmental
energy harvesting technologies are still not mature,
and the output power and energy conversion effi-
ciency are low, so the coupling characteristics between
the various energy and harvested power, and the
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related parameters of energy harvesting structure
need to be further optimized.

(3) The size of energy harvesting system should be
reduced as much as possible for the strict require-
ments of sensor nodes in many applications. Minia-
turization is the development tendency of the future
energy harvesting system.

(4) It is essential to combine the structure design and key
circuits with the scheduling and agreement based on
power-aware of wireless sensor nodes to prolong the
sensor nodes life.

(5) It is a necessity to integrate the energy harvest-
ing method, power management strategy, battery
recharging, and new communication standards with
sensor nodes in order to achieve the ultimate goal of
permanent use of wireless sensors and broadening the
market application.
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